The telecommunications industry is undergoing rapid change. Jade Simulations International has developed a set of integrated simulation tools to support the design and analysis of a variety of telecom network planning and operation problems. The simulation environment is designed to aid network planners, operators and marketers meet the challenges associated with rapid change. This paper presents an overview of the Jade environment which supports high fidelity modeling and simulation of public telecommunications networks.
INTRODUCTION
The Jade simulation environment, described in detail in Paezner 931, includes: 1) libraries of high fidelity simulation models of network hardware and software components; 2) an interactive graphical user interface, called the Telecom Framework, for defming, managing, and analyzing network simulation experiments using these component models; and 3) high performance simulation executives that make high fidelity network simulations practical.
The model libraries include a Trunk Network Model (TNM), a Signaling System 7 (SS7) model, and models of a network controller. The level of detail supported within these models typically characterizes every s i g~a~~n g packet sent and received within a signaling network, and each connection event associated with call set-up and tear-down within the TNM. The telephone subscriber's characterization includes such information as the time it takes to enter a credit card number for an automated billing call and the re-call probabilities when The TNh4 routing algorithms are modeled completely representing fixed automatic alternative routing (FAAR) and dynamic automatic alternative routing (DAAR). Central office, inter-exchange carrier and tandem office switch functions are differentiated.
The model libraries use object-oriented techniques and C++ thus allowing new or modified components to be easily added and allowing the model libraries to be used in conjunction with each other. For example, the Trunk Network model can be used to drive the SS7 model.
The models have been used in a variety of areas [Baezner 921 and [Corson 921 including telecom studies:
1) comparing alternative routing algorithms in a network of central offices to validate the claims of a switch manufacturer; 2) studying the survivability of a trunk network under four different failure scenarios; 3) technology assessment involving evaluating alternative scenarios for transitioning a network from switches manufactured by one vendor to those provided by another vendor; and 4) the impact of new service introductions on network congestion and failure.
The Telecom Framework provides an integrated environment for using these network component models to build a particular regional telecom network model, and to automate common simulation activities. For example, the graphical interface of the Telecom Framework supports data input preparation, setting simulation parameters, executing experiments, and analyzing the results of simulation experiments. Besides the core set of tools, the open architecture of the Telecom Framework ~upp,popts the ~~c l u s~o n of other a~~~~c a~~n -s p e c~c tools from third-party vendors. The major barrier to using high fidelity models to simulate large, complex telecommunication networks hias been long execution times and large memory requirements. Jade's Sim-t+ object-oriented simulation class library and high performance simulation executives enable very detailed model experiments within reasonable run-times. Either a fast sequential executive or the TimeWarp parallel simulation executive can be used to execute Sim++ simulations, the latter in parallel using networks of Unix workstations.
Existing analytical teclhniques are not adequate to address the design and analysis problems facing network planners and designers. The emerging network architectures are dynamic, adaptive and consist of heterogeneous hardware and software components. The interaction of usage demands, different component types, new services, congestion amd failure cannot be modeled analytically. Simulation models, however, can be made arbitrarily accurate. The downside of highly detailled models are long simulation development times and long execution times. Jade's environment is designed to address both of these disadvantages. This paper is organized as follows. First, Jade's callby-call simulation approach is discussed. Second, the model libraries are presented. Next, the Teleco'm Framework that integrates the use of these models is examined. Finally, we describe the underlying objectoriented, parallel simulator that makes high-fidelity, callby-call simulation possible.
CALL-BY-CALL SIMULATION
Jade's environment supports very detailed call-by-c,all modeling and simulation. Every telephone call, call type, and data transfer is represented. All routing decisions, major network components and relevant software components are characterized.
These call-by-call models can be arbitrarily accurate. For example, each routing decision, each database access, each access control decision and each network management message generated because of a specific telephone call can be simulated. This level of detail enables the analyst to see the load that each call imposes on the trunk and signaling networks and the ways in which they affect one another.
In a call-by-call simulation, network statistics such as call blockage, throughput, utilizatiion, and grade of service are collected at all levels of detail from the system level to the level of an individual message or switch. Furthermore, statistics can be collected on both transient behavior and steady state behavior.
Since each piece of equipment, each database, and each algorithm is modeled explicitly, the user can add, modify, or replace any component in the simulation. This allows alternative network configurations to be easily studied and compared. It enables the characterization of mixed vendor networks. It also means that complex scenarios involving peak loads, sudden changes in loads, and interactions among complex protocols are easy to examine.
This provides a great deal of flexibility in that different components of the network can be modeled at different levels of detail, depending on the focus of the simulation study. For example, detailed models of routing algorithms can be used with simplified, partly analytic, models of error detection and correction This flexibility also makes studying network reliability and failure scenarios possible. All of the following can be represented algorithms.
1) the failure of one or more switches; 2) tlie partial or complete failure of a trunk; 3) the failure of a signaling link; 4) defects within a software module; 5 ) buffer overflow and congestion; 6 ) corrupted messages; and 7) new services and the demand for these services.
The durztion of failures can be controlled to study how the network responds when failures are corrected and service is restored. Time scales of the networks response can range from fractions of a second to hours.
Accurate, flexible, call-by-call simulation is made possible by two technologies: object-oriented techniques and very efficient execution. Object-oriented techniques make it easier to create, modify and maintain models. Very fast model execution is achieved through carefully designed sequential executives that are tuned for telecom applications and through parallel processing. The latter enables applying scalable computing power to a given simulation problem.
THE TRUNK NETWORK MODEL (TNM)
Jade's Trunk Network model (TNM) models circuitswitched, voice traffic on inter-office trunk networks. The model includes objects for simulating central offices, tandem offices, inter-exchange carrier offices, each trunk group (subsequently referred to simply as a trunk), each network processor and a variety of call types.
The TNM is a call-by-call simulation, i.e., each call is characterized. Call models includes setup, the routing decisions made by each office, and call tear down. The TNM includes routing algorithms for fixed, hierarchical, adaptive, and dynamic routing, i.e., FAAR and DAAR. In the case of dynamic routing, the TNM also models the network processors that monitor network traffic and TNM is implemented using Sim++, Jade's C++ class library for discrete-event simulation. Using the objectoriented features of C++, each object in the real system (e.g., office or trunk group) is modeled by a separate Sim++ entity. Figure 1 illustrates Sim++ source code for the main body of the model of a central office.
Initially, TNM was developed to study the effects of dynamic routing on effective network capacity. In particular, these studies addressed the specific problem of estimating the effects of dynamic routing on the exhaust point as forecasted traffic was increased over a four year period. Subsequently, TNM has been used to study the effectiveness of dynamic routing with regard to network survivability in an NPA that included toll switches and several city networks.
THE SIGNALING SYSTEM 7 MODEL
Common channel signaling is at the heart of the new consumer services offered by telephone companies including voice mail, call forwarding, incoming caller identification, and call waiting. Common channel signaling enables many enhancements to 800 services, calling card services, and virtual private network services. Signaling networks based on the Signaling System 7 (SS7) protocol are being deployed across North America and will likely be universal by the mid-1990s. A simple SS7 network is illustrated in Figure 2 . As with any new technology, SS7 requires further study and refinement before its full potential is realized. In particular, the impact of new services that place extensive demands on the signaling network is not easy to determine. Jade's SS7 network simulation model [Unger 93 & 921 mimics most of the message handling and network management functions; of SS7. An SS7 model offers a testbed for investigating issues such as 1) the introduction of new services; 2) network survivability under various loads; 3) congestion control and network architectures; 4 ) the networks response to failures; and 5 ) screening policies at network connection points.
These factors can be studied under normal and overload conditions. Overload conditions are particularly important to understand since failures often occur in just these situations. This has been demonstrated in a number of well publicized network outages.
The components of an SS7 network, inchding each signaling point (SP) and signaling link (SL), are modeled in sufficient detail to enable the prediction of network behavior under stress. These componenits include SSPs, STPs, SCPs and SLs.
The message transfer part protocol layers 1-3 are d l characterized within the model. The effects of unreliable data transmission and the resulting SP congestion and level 3 notification are characteriz,ed. The specific processing of each significant traffic class with the ISDN user part and TCAP are represented.
The SS7 model supports call-by-call simulation in that if used in conjunction with the TNM, each call and the associated signaling messages can be traced through the simulation. The SS7 model library is implemented using Sim++ and each component of the S S 7 network is modeled as a separate Sim++ entity.
A NETWORK CONTROLLER MODEL
Jade's third model library is used for modeling the performance of packet-switched networks carrying control and monitoring messages for a network of intelligent T1 channel banks. These channel banlcs multiplex voice and data circuits from customer premises onto T1 lines. Voice and data traffic can be intermixed on a single T1 line, and bandwidth may be re-allocated dynamically lfrom a network management works tation.
The re-configuration of T1 links and monitoring of line states is mediated by network management messages carried by the control system. The control system connects the intelligent multiplexers to each other and to the network management workstation. The control network consists of several inter-connected subsub-networks made up of Tl channels.
Because of the comple K interactions between these networks and their components, it is difficult 1. 0 networks, including Ethernet LANs and point-to-point analytically estimate the throughput and response times for the control network. Consequently, a simulation model was developed to answer questions such as 1) What is the optimum location of the network management station? 2) What is the required bandwidth of the control network links? 3) Which links should carry the network management traf%c?
' 4) What is the performance of various network topologies and clienvserver configurations for the network management workstations?
The models for simulating the packet-switched
1) The mode of operation of both Ethernet and point-to-point networks is simulated in detail; 2) Every network transaction and message is simulated as a separate event;
3) The simulation model is data-driven; the network topology, Ethernet and clienthemer configurations, and the control traffic loads are all dcfined in input data files.
control system includes the following features:
THE SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
Jade's Simulation Framework is an applicationindependent collection of general tools and interfaces that autoillate many common simulation activities. These activities include specifying simulation scenarios, specifying experimental parameters, automatically running multiple replications of simulations, and collecting and archiving simulation results. As shown in Figure 3 , the Simulation Framework supports: 1) specifying input data (scenario definitions and 2) running simulations using either the sequential 3 ) collecting and storing results in a database, 4) the analysis of results.
simulation parameters) and component models, or distributed simulation executive, and All of these functions are controlled through the graphical user interface labeled the Simulation Framework Interface. The Simulation Framework is not intended to be used directly. Rather, Jade tailors it to specific applications by "populating" it with application-specific model libraries, additional results analysis tools, and additional graphical user interfaces.
The Simulation Framework and all of its associated tools are written in C++. This allows existing components to be reused and easily adapted' for new applications, and simplifies adding new components.
applications, and simplifies adding new components. 3) The Telecom Framework includes data preparation and data translation utilities for converting actual network data from an operational, on-line database into a form that can be used by the simulation models.
4) The Telecom Framework includes additional, application-specific animation and results analysis tools. Data Selection View -Allows the user to select which data from the playback file is reprecxnted by which display icons. Scalability means that the simulation can be executed on varying number of processors. The number of processors is supplied at run time and Sim++ maps the simulation objects on to the available processors.
SZM ++ SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
Determinism means that identical runs yield the same results no matter how many processors on which the simulation is executed. Determinism is crucial for verifying the simulation is correct and debugging it. Jade's TimeWarp is a synchronization executive that coordinates a Sim++ simulation running on multiple processors. TimeWarp is responsible for delivering events to entities in timestamped order and regulating the execution of the entities running on different processors so that their execution is consistent with an equivalent sequential simulation. At the same time, TimeWarp executes entities running on different processors in parallel when their actions do not affect each other.
The advantages of parallel execution on multiple processors using Timewarp include: 1) running simulations faster; 2) running larger simulations that have more objects and require more memory;
3) running higher fidelity simulations that have more detailed component characterizations. Figure 6 shows a speedup curve for a TNM simulation written in Sim++ and executed using TimeWarp. The simulation is modeling a network of 40 central offices in a circuit-switched voice network. It is simulating the busiest hour of the busiest day and processes over 2 million phone calls. The graph shows that the execution time is reduced from almost 3 hours when the simulation is run sequentially to about 14 minutes when running on 36 processors. This is a 13.8 times speedup. Presently, Sim++ and TimeWarp run on Sun Sparc workstations, IBM RS/6000 workstations, and HP Series 700 workstations. Further details regarding TimeWarp and developing Time Warp applications can be found in [Baezner 031 , [Jefferson 851 , [Lomow 931 and [Unger 901 . Object-oriented simulation using Sim++ provides the foundation for building and linking models of the separate subsystems that comprise telecommunication networks. Distributed and parallel simulation using Sim++ and TimeWarp makes high fidelity, call-by-call
The Telecom Framework provides an integrated set of simulation practical by providing the needed computational power.
CONCLUSIONS
High fidelity, call-by-c,all simulation is needed to support the design and analysis of complex, dynamic, and heterogeneous telecornmunication networks.
tools for defining, managing, and experimenting with models of a telecom network and for analyzing ithe 
